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IN OUR 78th YEAR

Seen & Heardt

lospital News

Murray, Ky„ Mon.day Afternoon, March 4, 1957.

THE _EMI. OF THE_ LINE

Patients admitteo rrore, Wednesday. P110417 41,Friday- MO P.M.
Mrs. J. H. Austin, Rt. 1, Palmersville. Tenn.; Mesita Paul 1'.
Bennett. Rt.a. Hazel; Mrs. Lrither
Downs. Rt. 4, Murray; Mr. 0. A.
Harker, Purv ear, Tenn; Master'
Darrell Keith Cain, Murray: Mr.
Fred Enoch, Rt. 3, Hazel; Mr.
Homer R. Elkins, Dexter; Mrs.
Jimmie Cope and baba girl, Rt.
3, Benton; Master Stephen Franklin Erwin. Rt. I, Hazel. Mrs
James R. Cooper and baby girl.
Rt. 3, Hazel; Master James Edward Nelson, Rt. I. Benton.
._..
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Charges
Beck Has Not iMurder
Are Dismissed
Handed Over
Finance Record

Vol._LXXVIII No. 54

Israel Order
Fast Withdrawal

'CHICAGO'ttr 221VfOrder- diaries
were dismissed -today against
Edward L. . Bennie the Dishwasher) Bedsvell. but the ilIierate' Skid Row drifter waa -immediately arrested on a Florida
Saw a picture of Jelin Shroat
walrint of criminal 'assauit.
WASHINGTON lh -- Dave
the other day on WLAC-TV. He
Bedwell confessed, then denied,
By ELIAV SIMON
The UNEF will take over the
Beck, president of the powerful
10 vas holding up a big fish.
involvement in the mysterious United Press Staff Correspondent regions from
the present -IsraelisTeamsters Union. has failed thus
deaths of Barbara Grimes, 15,
JERUSALEM. Israel it? - occupying forces.
far to hand over his personal fiCot of people have been fishing
and heresister Patricia, 13. whose Premier David Ben-Gurion
Ben-Gurien planned to.go betoday
nancial records to the Senate
all winter long with good results.
naked, frozen bothes were found ordered the Israeli military
the
KnesSet
com- fore
'Rackets Investigating Committee.
parliament
Kentucky Lake is getting some
in a country ditch last January. mander to make,
a swift with- Tuesday to make the governgood publicity from the jig fishThe
youth
was freed on $p,- drawal from the .Gazaand Gulf ment's formal
This was disclosed today by
announcement of
ing standpoint. flems thai conobert F. Kenntely. committee 000 bond, and today the state of Aqaba areas.
ithdrawal.
the
.
.
ditions are better there for this
murder
charges
on
counsel, as the committee pre- dropped
The order followed a meeting
He also scheduled
another
•
type of fishing than °titer lakes
pared,to resume hearings Tues- greunds that there was no evi- between Maj. Gen. E. L. M. cabinet meeting after the session
in the general area.
day?Sillircharges Teamster officials dearice ste link Bedwell with the Burns. commander of the United betweee Burns and Daa an.
p.
were linked with vice, gambling' _slaaings.
Nation, Emergency Force. UNEF,
The decision came after a hare
As he walked from' the court- and Maj. Gen.
eiVe are not so much of a fisherand political influence on the
Moshe Dayan, rowing •Sebek end of crisis at
room.
'tinder
man. but will readily admit tifere
sheriff
Thomas
West Coast.
Israeli army chic-f of staff.
ACCRA.. Gold Coast 11P1 hisrhe and confiolon abroad over
Brennan served him with the
are few more exciting instances Vice President Richard M. Nixon.
Israel's plans. A cabinet revolt
Meanwhile
the
No.
2
man
criminal
assault warrant, chargthan pulling in a nice size fish who'said he was feeling
in
against any withdrawal threatenmuch
the Teamsters Union. Jarries R. ing him with the rape of a 13that don't want to
pulled, in. better after 10 hours of sleep
ed to hippie the Ben-Gurion
I
Hoff
.
said
in
Detroit the Senate year-old girl at an unnamed '
— — ,
'and 9 triple dose of antitdotteS
government. 'Hut hectic Trans'have
I hear fss
amounted sto towtt in Florida.
We'll admit too that we will be held private consultations today
atlantic 'telephone conversations
neth g so far." He said he has
among those down on the lake with Premier Kwame Nkraimah
with Israeli representatives in
seen nettling in the hearings to
this spring trying our hand at of the Gold Coast.
the United States and a- letter
"imj rate" Beck or Frank W.
lowerings_the..crapnie janaulation. Nixon was the first foreign
ift
taybirin Trom "President EiSenhower apBreatster. a Teamster vice presiWatkins, managing director of parently saved the day for Bende:egatie received in private by
dentlaccused
of
links
with
rackTrying to find out whas the kids Nkrumah, the 44-year old Amerithe Associated Industries of Ken- Gurion.
eteers and vice in testimony last
a- sIon't mind seeing Little Rascal can-educated Africap who will
tucky, said Sunday the organizaEarlier, Its had been reported
wdern,
_ movies over and
1'
tion -niay submit a "right-to- that Israel would post pine its
er. They nut lead the new state- of Ghana
JAit I haxl
'e seen is that some
only don't mind seeing them reBODY of a bus rider hangs blanket-draped from bus in San Franwork" amendment to the state withdrawal decision until TuesThe vice president went to
unreliable witnesses have testi,eisco after collision with a trackless trolley. Eighteen persons
,‘eatedly, but enjoy it. Seems bed Sunday nignt suffering from
Constitution to Kentucky voters. day.
fied they heard somebods"tell
wets injured. After the ol1isiun the hits ca eened °floss stieet
'hat khowIne wha- is going' to a light case of the flue. with
Watkins said the -AIK has
Ben-Guriein won a 72 to 29
enrriody. but there's ng real
Into a poseur pule.
national Sostinipholu)
happen adds to the enjoyment.
plans to ask the 1958 General vote of approval last Monday.
a temperature of 101. Col. Francis
k
ee:delnce
to
back
anything
they've
Assembly to Place such an
•
-Pruitt: his physician. gave him
Only the small Progressis es
said." said Hotta, himself a
amendment on the, ballot.
A real effort is going to be made a triple dose of erythromycin.
Party with five seats in ParliaTeat/aster
vices
president.
to beautify the city this Spring
The Indiana Legitirure passed ment announced it would support
This morning. after 10 hours
Western Teamster officials gave
flowering shrubs, plants, and of sleep. Nixon's temperature
Seven Ca1Iow a V gage _5A.a..r5..,a "right-to-work" bill_ lasts .wevit Ben-Guriun_ Even hia
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formal decision until after toCommittee members presidcted selected by Jim
L. 0.• Miller reports that t. h e Pruitt indicated, however. he
Dumas of the the bill to become law without day's cabinet session.
over the. weekend. their sense- daily Ledger
his
signature.
eperatIon to going ahead full was keeping his fingers crossed.
and Times and other
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thin packed inquiry will lead to news media in the city.
Watkins said Indiana's passage Her
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The
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WASHINGTON V - President of the resolution probably Wilt
un- sportsmanship plague went to
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h announced they would
ion
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Player
Pos.
shrubs and plants named by the This indicated it might have Eisenhower's Middle East doctrine be sought.
class an effect on the plus side in introduce
Team
•
no-confidence moSen.
Karl E. Mundt (R-SD 1. a Wilkins
Other congressional news: .
G S. Marshall
Garden
Department
senior Kentucky."
reccently. been arranged at the last mom- app&red likely today to receive
tion against the premier.
The Indiana bill and the
a heavy Senate vote of approval
C S. Marshall
Rackets: Robert F. Kennedy, member. said. "We have a dozen Pertis
senior
They are the Mimosa and Red- t nt
this week.
F N. Marshall
counsel for the Senate Rackets casel'as bad" aa the allegations Hall
Junior amendment suggested by Watbud trees. the day lily and the
C N. Marshall senior kins path would outlaw. the
Investigating Committee, disclos- concerning -the West Centel Team- Wilson
Crepe Myrtle.
sThe doctrine cleared a .rnahar
PaUtP
Benton
F
ed Nett 'Teamster President Dava
junior union
hurdle last Saturday when the
Beck,- president of the nation's Pritchett C
Beck has not- yet handed over
Alamo
senior must join _unions within specified
late by.Scouts and the Junior
4senators beat down a proposal
s Chamber
K irksey
his personal financial records to biggest union, was asked several Darnell
G
senior periods an order to retain their Ii
Commerce are to
to strip the resolution of 'its
fix.s
ago
by
committee
Chairman McNeely G Lynn Grove senior
the committee as requested. The
work out a program whereby ,
economic aid provisions.
'The Indiana ,enion shop banst
senior
Murray
committee' planned to resume John L. McClellan (D-Ark.1 to Buchanan G
orders will be taken and filled
turn
over his "personal financial Buchanan C
senior does not require a constitutional
Concerd
Israel's announced Intentions hearings Tuesday on charges
for the above plants. If the proG Lynn Grove junior amendment since it was passed II)
to withdraw from Egypt adfled Teamsters officials were involved records" for the past seven years. Warren
gram goes over well, Murray
Beck. now in Europe, said he Rogera
M. T. S
' senior by the legislature.
C
to the resolution's chahcee of in vice and gambling ciperatiens
• 1 he •- a more prett a• sight
Watkins said a constitutional
passage. Senate leaders predict in Portland, Ore. It pr.imise,i would have "no objection" to
in the Spring than it is now, in
referendum might be easier te
• , or six sears.
it will clear the Senate by Tues- that even more sensations will furnishing his records to t h c
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day night.
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representative of
The city council the' other night ed much
Senate Democratic Leader Lyn- their investigations
Delta Department. Art has been'
more adept at winning
was or the other."
Security: Robert F. Morris. chief Beck has yet contacted the comapproved the purchase of mei-- tournaments
B Johnson (D-Tex
sumthan in whistlinv don
mittee,
"That's not to say that if selected for this month's meeting'
The union chief is due
counsel
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the
Senate
Internal
Sauey vapor lights for the square
Senate into session
Date. as ;hey smardy ,heated moned the
things shape up right we would- which will be held on March 5
Security subcommittee, said the back from Europe later this
and a block off the square.
melt Heal North Mashali c4-59 an hour early this morning ti subcommittee planned further in- month and is scheduled to ap•
NEWPORT, R.I. iFHTNIC) - n't try to get n 'right-to-work' at 7:30 o'clock.
speed filial debate on the resoThe challenging program will
in the aietrict four
pear in person before the com- ;John D McDougal. son of Mr. bill," he added.
• s before
lution aimed at thwarting Com- quiries into alleged past ComThis will greatly increase the I n
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,presented
by Miss Clara EaMath raw.
The A1K and other managerial
munist activity of newspapermen.. mittee at a date not yet announc- and Mr*. Toy P. McDougal M
light in this area. If you would
,
munist expansion in the area.
The game was exciting through
1008 Olive Street. Murray, was groups hese repeatedly tried to gle. fluid of the Art Department
The subcommittee reported over ed.
like to have an idea as to what '
will
-Heuse
negotiators
Senate
MiirraS• State College and Bill
out _as both quintets appeared
graduated from the Navy's Of- get the General Assembly to
the weekend that Communists
the new lights, will look like.'
evenly matched. wita the 'Rehe meet later on the resolution have increased their efforts to
ficer Candidate School at the approve a ban similar to that Boaa, assistant professor of Art
drive by the electric system I
et the college_
vetting the most of tha breaks to square differing -versions pas- infiltrate mass media of comNsval Station. Newport. R.I.. and just put throUgh in Indiana. •
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Miss Eagle and Beai will be
"Gov. A. B. Chtandler preBoth will perform her! in the sed by each branch of Congress. munications.
commissioned• Ensign March 1.
difference in the lights dowrrl
Some compreetise in the language
reeinns this week.
commissions the aumably is still committed to assisted by five students who are
their
earn
House
Republicans
Farm:
To
By
United
Press
there and these up on the square.1
are
majors. They
will
give
The South took the Is_.arl shortscheeiulact a meeting to discuss
Kentucky •- Temperatures -for 935 new officers had to complete Sam Ezelle of thc Kentucky
Federation- of Labor IKFIA to demonstrations of the following!
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ihtensise
fight
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18-week
foot
an
of
expected
an
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five-day
period,
will average
Year. after year. Murray is im- half and rode into
Water. color
painting. Miss
n 11 pow,
hen debate begins this week from five to eight degrees below study and indoctrination covering veto it." Watkins charged. Ezelle,
proved. This takes time, a n d
birth period lead. finally ctaeing
on a farm bill to extend saa normal Tuesday-thrtrugh Satur- 'itch subjects as navigation, en- of Louisville. is secretary-trea- Susan Pellock.
money, especially money. We
Pottery and sculpture. Theron
off a last minute rally by the
bank 'subsidies. Demoerats are day. Kentucky normal for the gineering, seamanship. military surer of the KFI..
think a good job is being dime
Bury .
Kentucky Dam State Park IP sponsoring a bill to provide wid- period is 43. Colder Tuesday and justice and naval weapens.
Jets as brilliant Harold Willtins
by the Mayor and ceuncil in
.
Photography. Miss Nancy Coagain led the way. The pert( rm- -.Some 500 membersi of state er benefits than those backed Tuesday night with only miner
Rear Admiral Thomas H,'Robbringing on these improvementC
them.
ancepf Wilkins was all the mere Rotary Clubs today attended a by Republicans. Debate begins changes thereafter. Rainfall for bins,' Jr.. US_N. PriAulent of the
Enameling on copper. Miss
sensational in that he was play- district conference which closes Wednesday.
the period will average abOut Naval War Cellege at, Newport.
Peggy' Allen.
ihg under a relapse of the flu. here Tuesday. District governorHousing: A House Banking one-fourth an inch in the south. spoke to the class and
sented
Jewelry of silver and copper.
It failed to deter his aim though, elect Nat Dortch, Paducah. and subcommittee opened hearings en Rain tonight and Tuesday and the honor graduates witft Nf
their
l
James Anderson.
or his hustle either as he paced retiring governor William Sny- proposals -to preside funds ti again Thursday or Friday.
certificates,
both ttams with 31 points. Thie der, Frankfort, are presiding at ease the shortage of money in
• Spring Interlude III will be 'Finger painting. BPI Boaz.
Both Miss Eagle and Mr. Boaz
presented by the Music Departthe home mortgage market. Subgave him a tournament total of the meeting. ,
. ••ef the Murray Woman's will answer questions and dis!tit
en
committee Chairman Albert Rains
110 points.
iD-Alat says Congress must take
- Club on Tuesday. March 19 at cuss the different processes and
The polished Jets were hurt
use of different media.
lby the abundance of fouls 'which
the Weman's Club Meuse.
"almost emergency action to keep
Featbring exclusive fashions
•
homebuildina from coming to
kept towering Jerry Hall 'arel
from Murray sheps, models free,
standstill."
Wayne out of action much of the
City PelieTZTige Bob Mc- lime. Another star regular.
Taxes: .140tiae Republievi "(wade'
the Music Department will she.
Sem
Cuieton reported today that two Ford sprained an ankle in
the latest styles for - Spring.
er Joseph. Martin Jr. IMass) has
the
drunks were arrested over the first half.
BELLMAWR. N.J. IP
urged Congress in tut the "fat"
Tickets can be purchased fr, •
The
But Pelice Chief, Edward Garweekend and one reckless driver.
deatli of rity - stressed that his men had Mrs John C. Winter, the tick, .
from Pr er iden I Eisenhower's apparent ;:tariation
North jumped into a quick 7-2
A nineteen year. old youth lead but went behind on three
budget to clear the way for.elniir-vear-old Mars Jane Barker searched "the house at least three chairman, Cr any member of tile
The County ASC "lice
a.0 rem 'Calvert 'Giity was also ap- goals by
i
has
td whose body was found Sunday times since the child's disappear- department The production will
a tax cut next year. Martin
Wilkins and Claude
been netified that funds are new
prehended stealing fender- skirts Butler The second quarter was
"unquestionably" money Can be in :he closet if an unfinished ance. Garrity said he was "al- begin at 8:00 p.m
available
for all farmers with a
from an automobile.-' at the col- the most thrilling of all which
pared f rem -Mr. Eisenhower's hoase caused conflicting theories most positive" that searchers ,had
1957 corn allotment to particilege', he said. .
An open meeting of the,Sigrna 338.7 billion defense pruposals.
saw a personal duel between
among airtheiities today about checked the closet
pate in the Acreage Reserve .
He will appear before. Judge Wilkins and the Jets Billy Ricks. Department of the Murray Wee
Minimum Wage: AFL - CIO her 'disappearance.
'The police, chief said indicatStril Bank) up to the maximum.
Waylon Roatittrn on the charge. It was the latter who kept
A playmate found Mary lane's tions were Mary Jane had only
the man's Club will be held on Mon- President Gegirge Meany said the
"The inaxim(im acreage that
Jets in the air after their height das,'March 10 at 7:00 o'clock in administration has recommended fully clothed- body. huddle along- recently been placed in the Closet
may be signed up on anv farm
"narrow. restricted -and unrea- side a puppy, aix days after she
was sent to the bench with too the evening.
Although the door was uni 5 7.0 acres of 30.
1 of the allotlistic" proposals Om extending disappeared fr4i her home, less locked. police said it had only a
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thorn screw inside, making it
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appeared as a witness before
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An autopsy showed that the difficult to open-especially fir
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a
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quarter
of
kinderthe
but
final
was scared nut
Mende. blue-eYed girl had not a child.
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of their wits when ,thc fighting garten now in eperation and holding hearing.: on the senbject eaten_since leaving her home tO
Puppy Still Alive
Corrtmittee. farmers wishing to
6
Jets closed the margin to 62-59 sponsored by the Sigma Depart- Many asked that Congress broad- go Gut to play last Monday. She
Suffoption also was advanced
participate in the Corn Acreage
In the last 30 second. Time was ment, will be present al. the aipen en the act to cover 10 million was last seen several hours later as a pasaible cause of death, but
Sheriff Brigham Futrell today I neserve Program must sign an
9
if 2.5 million playing with the puppy, which a phasician attending the autop- said
running out on the North how, meeting and will present a pro- workers instead
that eight calls had been agreement by Fr-iday. March
13
as proposed by the adrainistra- belonged te stx-year-olcl Mary sy said he believed Mary Jane
ever, and She gallant Wilkins gram. •
received (peer the weekend reMr Goodwin alco stated that
S;iuthys. st Kentucky -Partly slipped two final free throws in
Work done by the students will tion.
Freitta. who found the body died from a lack of ,food.
sulting in seven arrests.
anaf 'farmer wishing to cancel
cloudy and a 111.11e warmer today to assure South of the trephy.
also be shown.
while visiting the new' house with
puppy,
The
which appeared in
Six arrests were for public a cern acreage agreement
must
high 48 Mostly cloudy and not
The Sigma Department has
North (591
an /tent and uncle,- the owners. good condition, was to be ex- drunkeness and One for broach do
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ert .1.• Blake said there were no ers her workmen had reported were lodged in the Calloway
"little colder with chance of ocGuards: Ricks 18. Ford 4, day at the W. Z. Carter School
evidence of violence on Mary 'hearing any, barking or whining Comity jail, • ,
FREEZE ICE PRICE
casional rain.
rowell 2, Stice, Lampley.
on South Thirteenth Street.
Garland Neale said today that . Jane's body; per any indicatiens while in the hotte last week,
Sheriff Futrell is answering
RONDO, Columbia
Local
-Some 5:30 a m. temperatures;
Mrs. Josiah Darnall is the he would be a candidate for ,I of sexual molestation.
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police Said.
all calls, both day and night, officials froze the price
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Lexington
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'toning at the industrial level
does
ni ii exist on a limited scale.
through a system of priorititet.
Drafe—Full powers already
are
spelled out. Draft calls are fixed
By RON BURTON
thec, icu
vFilrerp
ba
deen
erftaeinnst
e—C
ved
ivs
Iil Defense
,
CHICAGO —el - The federal
United Press Staff Correspondent
n an emergency
8, CHARLES M. :McCANN
government's tdriergency control
of the nationalist rebellion against
Act0
HOLLYWOOD --Sr— If men . powers over business are flexible '
It/meted Press State Correepondeet-the leftist-tinged Republica
n gnvwould play a role of utmost mmwere bigger bawlers in public, and could be tightened rapidly in
Generalissimo Francisco Franco ernment.
portance. Many powers includappears to have neived another
things would be better in the me- an international crisis, a study
King Alfonso XIII had been
ing some requisitioning authority,
step toward restoring the Hour- overthrown- ith 1931 when
lion picture business,
shows.
the
are included in its provisions,
,,bon
„bon monarchy in Spain.
Republicans 'on an overwhelmCommerce Clearing House. na(This cidesn't include the public
CCH said the international situHe seems also •ti have. m_pveci ,ing victory in a national election.
bawling they . do' when their . tional reporting authority on tax
at ion has prompted businessmen
a step toward giving up some Alfoim) died in Rome in 1941.
teams or horses lose).
- land business law, said all the to become mindful of these
of the, sweeping . power he has.
vari•••
The civil war ended in .1939.
sentiment and economic !major control statutes are geared iets control possibiliti
es.
held for more -th'an 20 years.
Franco remained Itcad man. On•
theory lielong to an independment to permit expansion of the preThese developments seem in- March • 31. 1947._ hess_annn,
fitan---esteducer-direetor, ---Rist5ettskent' '119u4ed eurbs--------`--------WAltri NOT,'WANT'Nat
dicated - het Traii-co's''drastic re- that"painwas to become a
Aldrich. If men were less self- - Under the Defense Production
shuffling of his cabinet, the Monarchy again. He appointed
Universal
Military
Trainconscious
Act.
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shedding
tears in
first since July. 1951.
NEW YORK Ift
Sas e the 111
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.
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ACTRESSES PORTRAYING JOAN OP ARC have been !studio. At S" rescuers cover her face as extingetting sueerred at the slider regu'stly without gtelil.T 1St.- ..;nt irito play. At right. Mass Seberg
ever a tilitier'aseing raised since the .play was write lis carried_ lean the scene cA near-tragedy. Her
ten SO years ego by George Besnard Shaw. But feet, hinds and heir were singed. Actors at first
flames actually rear bed one of the. rriake-believe ;thought her screams part of the script. One of the
Joan of Arcs, Jean Seberg.
Iowa, while the ; rescuers (extreme right) plays the role of execu.
&_•ttalse" scum was being shot at a London movie lUoner in the new film.(International Radiophotos)

.. FRANK SINATRA, famed actor-crooner (right)
denies under
oath that he took part in the larch-al "wrong
door" raid that
missed the apartment of Marilyn Monroe in 1954.
He was followed-on the stand at the Los Angeles State
Senate investigation into activities of pri• - ale detectives, scandal
rnagesines and
,,thecs, by a pits ate detsetive who said . Frankic's
answers IA•cti
"alipust, all .false." Waiting her turn to testify in thesinvesl
aga.
him was New York actress Shirley Falls; - Shown at
the left.
(International Soundpheto)
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Seen & Heard
Around Mdi-ray
Saw a picture al Jana ..Shruat
the other day on WLAC-TV. He
divas holding up a big fish.
----Lot of people have been fishing
all winter long vii:rith good reafilts.
Kentucky Lake is getting some
good publicity from the jig fishing standpoint. Seems that conditions are better there fee this
type of fishing than other lakes
in the general area.
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Murray, Ky.„ MOnday_Afterricton, March 4, 1957
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Beck Has Not -Liteuretrtrzie*Handed 0ver
Finance Record

THE END OF THE LINE

a. •
Patients admittea rrota Wednesday Noon to Friday 2:00 P. M.
Mrs. J. H. Austin, Rt. I. Palmersville. Tenn.; Master Paul F.
Bennett. Rt.3, Hazel; Mrs. Luther
Downs, Rt. 4, Murray; Mr. 0. A.
Harker, Purvear, Tenn.; Master
Darrell Keith Cain, Murray; Mr.
Fred' -Enoch, Rt. 3, Hazel; Mr.
Homer R. Elkins, Dexter; Mrs.
Jimmie Cope and baby girl, Rt.
3, Benton; Master Stephen Franklin Erwin. Rt. I, Hazel, Mrs
James R. Cooper and baby girl:
Rt. 3, Hazel; Master James Edward Nelson, Rt. 1, rWntona

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
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grounds that there was no,tva-.
dence to link Bedwell with the
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That statement applies to the "to call him--was my ship-cabin
Antarctic continent, and 'avhen and ice-lent mate for five months
you're there it's too true for of the fourth Byrd South Polar
comfort. We just don't know Expedition of 1946-47. He takes,
from nothin' about most of An- to the "south coniree" as easily
tarctica. Our southern exposure a aa, penguin to ice, except for
is a great unknown.
one flart of him-his nose.
Sullisan is a ;all, skinny bunMany - times, walking against
dle of energy ad erudition who the wind at Liule America, he
is homeward boo d now from his turned and asked me: "Is my
latest of several visits to the nose frozen" It always was By DOC QUIGG
lifeless Antarctic'is. a New York white as a sheet. His sense of
United Press Staff Correspeadlenc,. _Times'correspondent, His "Quest freeze was good. But I'm wonNEW YORK tt -My friend of a Continent", published next dering if, after multiple eisits
and former igloomate, Walter week, wraps up 300,-jeaes of to Antarctica, his schnozz isn't
meta -suffering Tight tp eXplore suffering deep-2 frozz.
Sullivan, has come pp wit
book about 'an earth nrass that is the modern ice age that'smothers
Sully and I were among 197
„stranger 14 man
laud s2ear1,4 as 151g,,•as Seath ase_riSt!yvhe_ _w_gn_th_e
Jjac.
04 explorer wheeze goes- than America.
most who-me?) privilege of livSuriht i(it• of the moon.
Sul:!. :is Admiral -Byrd used ing in tents on the Little America Ice white the ships were taken
600 miles outside the icepack so
they woulcin't get frozen in. In
such a situation the word "alone"
glistens with new meaning.
Had Beard Trouble
Three of us reporters lived in
an ordinary army Pyramidal
tent, same as is used. in the
tropics. with a vent in the too
and mosquito nets handy. We
stuffed the nets in the vent and
spa-re clothing - in ! all corners,
and Sully
t6iled
prodigiously
cutting out igloo blocks a n d
stacking them outside as wind:
breakers.
We slept cocooned in double
steeping bags. Sully had grown
VIOLENCE continued to, mark the New Jersey milk strike as
a huge red beard which often
strikjrs, seeking to .prevent shipment of Milk, dump contents .
froze solid on him, and (hen
01.4141 mak...containers (top) from tlie truck of Harold Evert
thawed into his Coffee and soup
of Montague Township. Fighting flared later (bottom) as the
when he came inside. One night,
strikers attempted to board another truck at the entrance of
he dreamed it was choking him
Sussex Milk Co.
(International Soundphoto)
to death. Groping for scissors,
•
he banged into the water bucket.
TWO BROTHERS;Itichard (left) and Roy Marx, wait to be booked
The racket awakened our other
Greenwich Village backyard this
In Flushing, N. Y., police station on homicide charges in connecroommate, who deduced the tent
Monday. Winston O'Keefe,- casttion with two holdup slayings. Richard is 22. Roy 19. A third
he
Channel
Swim
finally had fallen in. .'
ling director for NBC-TV's "Matsuspect, Robert Van Koski, 2.1a, also was held. Victims include
Struggling to escape, his coinee Theat,re." is in New York
Leonard Brown, 27, a Flushingsstore manager, and Charles
coon, he got the zippers jammed
scouiffig for talent.
- --(International Soundphoto)
Krause, 55, found dead in his cab.
NEW
YORK
'..P
-The
channel
and
fell
to the floor wriggling
_
!
-lanes- To Aid Show
like a man trying-to burst out of awitn, _
"A Man's Game." slated for
a straitjacket. This knocked over
Gene Rayburn, the victim of
Nan Fabray on the Kaiser show
the fire extinguisher, which be- a skiing
accident, is confined in April 23,
will be a musical. Russ
gan Seaming onto the hoar-frost- a hospital
at Morrisville. Vt. He
Jones of United Press, the only
ed fent sides. Next day, Admiral broke a leg iti
seven places,
American reporter in Hungary at
Byrd allowed he'd seen tidier i
hus fan -Let's Take A Trip"
the height of the revolt, has been
places.
has screened about 175r-kids in
.igneo in as technical advisor
its bid to find a replaeement for
for "There Shall Be No Night," a
THE "SHOCK" TREATMENT
young Ginger MacManus a n d
March 17. NBC-TV spec.
Pud Flannagan. The newcomers
Steve Allen has inked in the
GAINSVILLE. .Ga. • :(I.Ps - For- will be neroclueed on the CBSmer Mayor Frank Martin claims TV sustainer April 21 by Pud !Rev. Billy Graham for his May
he has a cure for rheumatism, and Ginger and take over the 12 show. Galen Drake is down
with bronchitis.
raid e
air 13,1011,10- tTlon -Tne nuntrar" after. !
•
I
_
bull jumped a fence at a recent
:'Leave It to the Girls," the1
cattle sale and headed for him, original brain-and-bosom show,'
he ran for safety and found • is being reactivated by Martha- I
himself hanging from a rafter. , 'Rountree. "Dou You Trust Your I
"I haven't been troubled with
ssriuntree. "Do You Trust Your
rheumatism since that day;"
after March 26.
ss'
as_
xatch •
Mart
ABC radio is kicking off a new! •
Raymond Massey series, "The
AGE OF CAIRO
-Unforeseen" on 'March 10. Perry
Como. vacationing at -Boca Raton.
CAIRO, Ill.
This city is
plane back to Manhate
11 months older than the state 61.
4
tan on Monday.Illinois which had its 138tis birthBothersome Sea Sickness
day last Dec. 3. An act to hiOciops! Cohn Douglas, one of
corporate
the
city
and
bank
of
FRENCH PREMIER Guy Mollet (right) shakes hands with French
the Pirates used in CBS-.TV's
Cairo was passed by the territorAmbassador Verve Alphand on deplaning at New York's Idlewild
The Buccaneers." gets queasy •
ial legiitlature at Kaskaskia 'on
airport en route to talks with President Eisenhower. In middle is
(nesv time the galleon used on !
(Internaticrnal)
Jan. 9, 1818.
French Foreign Minister Christian Piaeau.
•
the show puts out to sea-he's !
the only cast member, who car- !
ries seasick pills.
-Arthur Murray Party" a n d
"Masquerade Party" both are is -ginning to shape up as NBC-TV
replacements. "Lea\
stunmer
Her to freDven" will be the first ,
movie showcased by the NTA
film network when it uncorks
in 128. cities April 1,
Bill Hayes has been signed into
"Yeoman of the Guard:" a Gilbert and Sullivan spectacular
NBC will beam on April 10. A
dentist in Manhattan ha's Offered
to make a new set of teetb for !
Teddy Nadler. the -64.000 Challenge" quiizsrci.
"UF 61," a new cops and robbers series, starts shooting in
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PANSIES FOR CH'RISTMAS
Large
OBLONG, Ill.
pansies picked from the snow in
the outdoor garden of Mr. and
Mrs. Sylvan Cross were .used as
ahe, centerpiece on their Christmas dinner table.

The new look in executive
furniture at o never-before
price! The Metalstand 60-inch
double pedestal desk is O•
work-saver, time saver, money.
saver' Baked enaMel finish in
Metallic Grey, Ocean Spray
Greens:1r Sahara 'Ton. No-glare
linoleum top in g,“,sreen or
+awe. Check these outstanding
feoturesl

ANOTHER SCHOOLYARD CRASH

-

ou.

;
7:111

_I-

Good to

r-

it. that wherii you're never

•; •

phone?

kes you where

1. Adjustable glides level desk on
uneven floor
2. Ample vertical filing space
3. File drawer glides at a touch
on boll-bearings
4 Island base styling means foot
room and cleanieg ease
5 Auto lock in center drawer
locks all drawers
6 Desk dismantles c 1.;!si for ante or
home installation
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IDENTIFIED only as"Mr. Joseph,"
this man, hooded like a refugee congressional witness, is
shown testifying in Philadelphia Municipal court. The case:
A mother wanting custody of
her two daughters, to take
them back to Czechoslovakia.
The witness told of, Russian
(International)
cruelty:

$2,000,000 FIRE AT GLIDDEN

irtotertett*--secv &Er-P.140411A
NEW YORK TP - Residents
of an apartment complained that
a pipe in their bathroom leaked
every time their neighbors in
the apartment above used their
facilities. The down-under wdel' lers solved their problem by
l -taking an umbrella into the
bathroom.

MORE THAN $2,000,000 worth of the Glidden company, worldknown paint manufacturer, goes up in flames as one of its plants
(international)
burns all night long in Cleveland.

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL CONSERVATION
DISTRICT

NOTICE OF REFERENDUM
on creation of proposed East Fork Clarks River Watershed Conservancy District and West Fork Clarks River
Watershed Conservancy, District embracing lands lying
in the County or Counties of Calloway, Graves, Marshall and McCracken.
To all owners of lands lying within the proposed EAST FORK
RIVER Watershed Conservancy and WEST FORK CLARKS
RIVER Watershed Conservancy District comprising the territory
described as follows: All lands draining water into EAST FORK
CLARKS RIVER and WEST FORK CLARKS RIVER except incorporated towns and excluding all tracts of land less than two (2) acres
in size.
CLARKS

Notice is hereby given that on the 16th day of March, 1957,
between the hours of 9:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M., a referendum will be
held in the said territory upon the proposition of the creation of the
EAST FORK CLARKS RIVER Watershed Conservancy District and
WEST FORK CLARKS RIVER Watershed Conservancy District under
the provisions of the Watershed Conservancy District Law of this
State.

Coldwater School House and District Office, Swann Building,
Murray.
•
Eligible voters within the proposed district shall cast their
ballots' at IF* polling place above mentioned. Eligible voters who will
be absent on the day of the referendum may apply in person or in
writing to FLOYD ROBERTS, Polling Superintendent, at BENTON,
KENTUCKY, for absentee ballots. Each applicant for an absentee
ballot shall state his name, residence, location, and acreage of land
owned, and interest therein.

SZC

you know

DALLAS. Tex. --RP- A Dallas
company is turning out a machinc
that makes a picture 1,00 feet
long and 18 inches wide attheratt
of six feet a minute.
Oil operators are especially interested in the machine as a
means of copying oil well "logs"
-electronic records of underground formations recorded on
long rolls of special paper.
In the past, photographic copies
of the logs han'to be made in sections and pasted together. They
coUTdineVer
the exactness required for a
completely-- accurate reading.
The previous stumbl.ng block
in making a continuous photograph was distortion in transtering the image -o elm C. H. Topping, an engineer who invented
the new camera, claims he licked
the problem , with a system oi
prisms.
Topping's new machine not
only takes a continuous picture
on a negative or sensitive paper;
it also develops, fixes and dries
the negative or sensitized paper.
Topping formed the Reproduction Equipment Co. to make Inc
new machine.

Custody Witness

Polling place in Calloway County for the referendum are as
follows:

I.

he( you
d like to visit

A pretein supplement should
be fed growing-fattening pigs
throughout the feeding period
if maximum gains are destred,
say animal husbandry researchers
at the UK Agricultural Experiment Station.
The test on which this conchtsion is based was run four
years. Four different protein antibiotic supplement
treatments
were fed, to see if they would
tsenefit growing-fattening pigs
grasing a good legume pasture.
Shelled yellow corn and a
2.•2-1. miskeraL
was self-fed all groups. The
protein supplements fed were:
a stiPplernent" of 50 pounds each
of soybean meal and meat scraps
fed throughout the experiment;
48 pounds each of soybean meal
and meat scraps, plus '4 P'ounds
of a vitamin B1,2 antibiotic fed
throughout.
The first named supplement
was fed until the pigs averaged
'75-85 pounds and then discontinued, and the second named supplement was fed the same
s
way.
Results for the first supplement treatment; average daily
Lain, 1.53 pounds; putinus feed
pounds,
consumed daily, 4.86
corn eaten per 100 pounds gain,
266.3; supplement, 51.4 'pounds,
and feed costs per 100 ,pounds
gain, $9.32.
The second supplement resulted in 1.58 pounds daily gain,
4.85 pounds fed consumed daily;
260.1 pounds corn per 100 pounds
gain; 46.4 pounds of supplements
for a feed cost of $9.61 per 100
pounds gain.
The third_ supplement jaame
as above feedings): 1.23 pounds
daily gain; 4.15 pounds feed
daily; 332.7 pounds of corn for
100 pounds gain; 7 pounds of
supplement; and $9.27 _feed cost
per hundredweight of gain,
The fourth supplement: 1.30
pounds daily gain: 4.34 pounds
daily feed consumption; 325.8
oiunn;ds7.7corn
g
pa
pounds of supplement
arid $9.23 feed cost per hundredweight of gain.
The shelled corn cost $1.49 a
boshaet; supplement No. 1, $4.41
per hundredweight, and No. 2,
$5.57 per hundredweight.

New Machine Makes
1000 Foot Picture

All persons, firms, and corporations who shall hold title to any
lands lying within the said territory'are eligible to vote. Only such
persons, firms, and corporations are eligible to vote.

those
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superior features:

laces to put

toths where
most conven-

SUPREME COURT Justice Stanley Reed leaves the U. S. Supreme Court building in Washington for the lakt time as a
Justice. Reed, 72, retires after
19 years of service. He'll go
on getting the $35,000 a year
(fit terna ional)
salary.

PAGE THREE
GROWING -FATTENING PIGS
NEED PROTEIN SUPPLEMENT

Calloway County Soil Conservation District
by RUDY HENDON, Giairman

A LIGHT PLANE which crashed due to a faulty fuel gauge Is shown
in a schoolyard tn Covina, Calif., where it struck. A number
of children playing In the yard had to Scramble to safety. The
pilot, John Stoll, is In middle background, on the wing, On
ground islatilelph Si-Ss:Arno was flying with Sterit ,Notz suffered
cuts and bruises. The fuel gauge registered full when they took
4(International 2oundphoto)
off, but over Covina-no gas.

Dated this 1st day of March, 1957
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Women's Page

so

ic Burkeen, Editor. . . Phone 694-M4 or 763-j

S

ocial Calendar

Monday, March 4
The Lottie Moon Circle of -the
WMS of the First Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Will Frank Steely, North Sixteenth Street, at seven --seitirty
o'clock.
•• ••
The Business, Women's Circle
of the WMS of the First Sept;
Church will meet at the huo
of Mrs. GravesSledd, Elm Stria
at seven 'clock.
• S.• •
The Cora Graves Circle of 11
Woman's Association of the C.
'egg Presbyterian Church wie
Meet with Mrs. fialphael Jones
at eight o'clock.
• e-e- 4.•
The week of prayer for hors.,
miasiens will be ubservea by ti.•
leion?an's Missionary §esciety • the 'First Baptist Church at Is.
churcn at twu-thirty o'clock.
•
•••
Tuesciay. March 5
The 'PIA Mother Singers v.
meet. In the. aualtorium of tio
Carter School on South Thuteepth at one-thirty o'clock.
• _
S
The Delta. Depastment. et the
Mari sy, Woman's Club a'iiimeet
at the ciub house at seven-thirty
o'cloca.

V
is

1.

Wading.

•

AKA&
!

Miss Mary Martha Street Becanies Bride Of Phone System Set
Up For Teachers
Cletus Cagle At Baptist Student Center
_ _—

Murray „assembly No. 19 Order of the Raintsow tor Girls will
meet at the Masonic Hall ol
seven o'clock.
• •• •
Group 1 of the CWF of to
3,K,Y1 alk yl
hes-Satan
F.4.1,11t
at the flume of Mrs. Gregg tiddler at two-thuay o'clock. •
1
••••
Group U of the CWT of the I
First Lansuan Church will meet
at the home (if Mrs. R. 14. Rebtaro-thirty o'ciotk.
bu.s
•••
• The Jessie 'Ludwick Circle of
the Woman's • ASS4JC1:111C41 of the
Coils je Presoyterian Church will
awe: at the home of 'Miss Mantes
•
Crass ford' at two o'clock.
. •• S •
The week of prayer fus hOme
misaf-ores wol oe observed by the
WMS of the Memorial Baptist
Church at the cnurch at two
o'clock.

1

Of
Pilgrim Site
Is Planned

SOUTH

Immediately following the ceremony a reception was held in the
parlor of the Student„ Center.
The table was overlaid With
a lace cloth and centered with
a gorgeous arrangement of pink
SOMA
stock and carniriOtts. The register table was also adorned with
an *arrangement of the same '

Dr. H. C. Chiles. pastor of the
Miss Janet Jetton presided at
First Baptist Church, read the the punch bowl and Miss Dor:ha
double ring ceremony at four Parker served the cake. Those
o'clock in the afternoon before assisting in the serving were Mrs.
a small assembly of relatives and Ed Griffin. Mils Rozene Dowdy.'
•
•
•
•
cfose friends. •
Miss Suzanne Nix, Miss Margaret
Ti'... WMS uf the First Baptist
The chapel was beautifully Ann Tarry. and Miss Betty
of
weeis
the
absent
will
'Church
with Charles 13•ndurant.
"44,i"L‘das a,the decorated for the wedding
prayrr for too
Dir. and Mrs. Cagle left foiI lie ely arrangements of white
o'clock.
rty.
church at two-thi
i stock. chrysanthemums. and tu- e short we•ddisig trip with the
• • • ••
bride wearing a navy blue linen ..
lips 'hartked by the seven
dress With a large white !Men .
'branched candelabra The
1 pressive ceremony was read as collar and. etsffs., Her accessories
i the couple stood beneath the were nav y and she wore a white ,
orchid corsage.
white wrought iron arch.
Mrs. Cagle is a graduate of
Miss Shirley Joyce Chiles,
COLLEGE STATION. Te s 01,
—S....ios's....s:-. V C. Childs calpianist. and Mrs. Charles Elder. Murray High Scheel and is a
Texes A at NI Caliege is Order- soloist, presented a lovely pro- senior at Murray State Celle:
s
thiong. • ne • ,1 "no biggest jobs in gram of nuptial musts selection majoring in business educatia.a:
th!..• 1.....ifest state in the nation— by the soloist were,,O"Because," She is a member of the Business
cot.rriro; every head of livestock "Through the Years",' and "The Club. Mr. Cagle attended the
Lord's'Prayer." Miss Chiles play- University of Tennessee for onel
Texas farms and ranches.
.enlisted the aid of ed several numbers and also the year and is now a ,junior at
h..ndrees of rural mailmen.' He • traditional wedding marches for Murray State College where he
etcards to farm- the precessional and the reces- Is majoring in physical educaroe.se 40.0
tion tte is a "member of the
• rs ail over the sional.
ers tsf.q r
The bride was given in marri- varsity football team, the M Club, ,
slate lie makes an annual survey of the number of livestock age by her brother. Bob Street and the Advanced ROTC .Unii
of -3Aurray. Her beautiful balleri
in the state.
Tne survey is the basis for na length wedding dress was
sta•c• and national inventetries of made of lace and net over taffeta
esteck and iiraltitry as of the fashioned with a skirt of ruffles
oro •.f each year. It coven cat- with peaks of lace. The bodice
tle, hogs. sreep. ip•ats, horses, was made with a high neckline
with a small collar and the lung
mules. Clockens and turkeys.
sleeves came to points at her
wrists. Her shoulder length veil.
-Tardiness" Prompt* Divert*
of seedadr
DETROIT tr .— Mrs. Jean was attached to a-erown
Idle
Pri•e• ,has cven up hope that ed pearls. She carried
hlte orLer husband sill return from Bible on which lay
tat" store. She obtained a divorce chid, with a garland 'if fresia.
Miss Nancy Spann of Murray
after telling a judge that her
husband wen' to the store 'in , was the bride's maid of honor
back.
came
ver
r
1919 oaalhe
1 and only attenclant. She wore
an ice blue _taffeta dress fash, :onset with a fitted bodice and a
full skirt with a btistle of net
:ruffles,. She carried a crescent
bouquet of pink carnations and
eucalyptu.4. Her headdress was a
oandeau of pleated tulle.
Gene Nelsen of Chicago. Ill,
-erved as bestmen. The -ushers
sere Wade Wearren of Louisville
•oria Bob Darnico of Chicago, Ill.
The bride's' mother .chose to
• ear for the wedding a ligiat
.:11C linen dress with art overall
*rim of dark blue embroidery.
Her accessories were navy and
she were a corsage of\pink roses.
-:\lt- Cagle-wore a havy wool
....•ssey dresS W S'h ,te ;ice acces- --eries and a torreage of red roses.

IMPROMPTU is the name given
this formal evening gown, designed by Jacques Grifie, one of
the highlights of a recent Paris
fashion show.The grown,in shiny
silver grey satin, has decolette
concealed under a boat-necked
double breasted bolero which
_reaches to the waist. The skirt is
gathered to fullness out of the
corselet top. Another feature is
four pockets, two on each side.

By BOB SALMON .
United Press Staff Correspondent
PLYMOUTH, Mass. —an-- A
replica of the first Pilgrim village
will be constructed on a 100-acre
tract here, if a versatile young
Boston investment banker has his
way.
Henry HornblOwer II hopes to
raise a million dollars for the
project. The 37-year-old Harvard,
graduate has had plenty of succes in diverse felids in the past.
He -studied anthropology at Harvar& hoping at the time to be an
archeologist, served as an officer
in the OSS during World War II
grew cranberries for a living after
the war and then finally turned
to investmentiebanking.
Hornblower envisions a complete Pilgrim village as it looked
in 1627—right down to houses, a
trading post, a museum and a
grist mill.
The Mayflower IT, now being
Potahrs can be made into satfitted in England for a voyage
isfactory silage by mixing them
across the Atlantic to this counhay or dry corn fodder.
try, will bes.srtchored at the vil- with
well.
lage, if all goes
We've already raised $100.000."
said Hornblower. **Money is comprinted
Books
ing in from everywhere--itrdividuals, corporations and patriotic
Magi
Book
,
organizations.
score
Supplies
"We'd like .to see the village
built by the people rather than
202 So. 4th Tb 12.1
one _large donor. 'After all, the
Pilgrims were thelomrnon ancestors bf all Americans."
The proposed village will be

The big new

Mrs. Cletus Ray Cagle
Street,
Martha
Mary
Miss
daughter of Mrs. Hilda Street of
Murray end E. 0. Street of Fort
Lauderdale. Fla., became the
bride of Cletus Cagle. son of
Mr and Mrs. Ray Cagle of
Alamo. Tenn.. on Saturday. February 23, ln the chapel of the
Baptist Student Center.

Card Takes Long
Time For Trip

named Plimoth Plantation after
the original spelling of the town
where the Pilgrims landed in 1620.
Hornblower is founder of PhNORTH• VII-I-E. N. Y. —Mt—
moth Plantation and president of Walker LaRowe, local glove
its five-inember bawd of gover- manufacturer, has his doubts anors.
}gout the mail service between
The project started 11 "'ears Gloversville and Nortliville—two
ago when the group bought a comunities
stone's
a
barely
small parcel of land here. But throw apart.
the state ran a road through it
Larowe received a card recently
arad ruined that bid. Then a ty- from an old friend, Sam Nelsenpicel Pilgrim house was built baum, in Gloverville, asking for
near historic Plymouth Rock "to a favor. Dubious, LaRowe retest visitor reaction."
called that his friend had died a
"It was visited by 300,00 per- number of years ago.
Hornsaid
year,"
sons in the first
On close 'inspection, LaRowe
blower. "After two years we had found the postcard had been daa
reproduce
to
enough money
ted' Nov. 6, 1941.. Fifteen years
fort-meeting house."
and 10 days later it was delivered
England
Upon learning that
in Northville. The card had been
was planning to build a replica mailed through the old Glyoversof the Pilgrims' ship, the May- ville postoffice which was razed
the.tiqited in 1945. - flower- and send
-.—
States. Hornblower and his group
Where it had been these i4erbegan to look for a permanent vening years, no one knew.
site for their village.
Honblower's grandmother, who
died last year, became interested
sn.ALASCATb
PREVENT
in the prbject and deeded a 100acre tract along the Eel River
here to the Plantation. The land
closely resembles the topography
of the Pilgrims' first settlement.

r Latest from Paris-) Replica

ORANGE, Ne. J. —4111
— A unikue communications system links classrooms at the' new
S4.000.000 Junior Highs School
here. When a teacher wishes to
speak to &hither instructor she
merely lifts a telephone and dials
two digits.
The 80 phones in the building
operate. withauto a switchtioaret
and can carry a maximum load of
10 conversations at the same
time.
The school's principal, Raymond Sterling, describes the
hook-up as a "real joy."
• "With this device," he said, "I
can contact any part of the building in a eeconci or two," He predicted such a system
soon will be as much a part of
schools as desks and blackboards.
Sterling said he also plans to
Introduce a public address system
that will enable hidi to speak to
nearly 1,000 students, teachers
.and staff members throughout tht
school simply by dialing a number.
The enthusiastc principal learned a Detroit school was using the
system on a nall scale when he
attended a school convention, in
-three-years_l_.
-Artarittc- City. -N.
ago. After checking on its feasiblity with engineers, he recemS-rittided it to the school board.

• •• •
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IHE DESTRUCTIVE TERMITT
a
FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES
--Licensed and Insured—
Sam Kettle,
PhDs.* 4.41

Kelley's Pest
Control

Ford

-with a little low price!
•

•

• S.

Tt

t-,

"
.a.a-otsoll.
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•
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te r

Texan Engaged In
Counting, Livestock

r

Tie-dy

ENDS TUESDAY

ADMIT STEALING BRIDGE
CANTEkBURY. England.11P e.Six boys were on prohatien
day and a seventh was freed
luncentlitienaly after they admitted a, theft. The boys, all 12
14 years eld, admitted they
. stole a bridge over the 'River
Stour and towed it away est'.
,
th• y could use
.-a canoe
las a• dock.
1

I
DORIS 0.4Y
''LOU I5 JOURDAN
BARRY SULLIVAN
FRANK LOVEJOY
ite •

U LIE"
••

AN ANW,N ANOOUC

The new '57 Ford Custom 300 Tudor

ee -

•

"ES

It's the longest, lowest, liveliest and loveliest
Ford ever... yet it's yours at low Ford prices!
New! You bet! There's nothing newer at
.any price. To begin with, the "Inner Ford"
is comphtely nett. The'wheelbase is. longer.
You vt a choice of two big new Ford sizes.
The frame is wider. The inside is roomier.
The roof is lower bift high hats are welcome.
And the big new Ford is big in V-8 GO!
You have fi wide choice of..,4-8 engines
. or •a
for r.very hiffsepower need
Nlilcage Maker Six; One of the big-

APPARENTLY Parts designer
Jaeques Helm decided four-inhand was worth two in the
bush for any girl look'ng for
Ah••ut one *bird of all big
a bow. Its a "chemise" erre1 game animals in the"-..Unitedl
Loll In white linen with 'shout.
States live- on national forest ,
VW-Wide collar. [Internetienu
lands.

gest things about Ford is what i.&-slid-at
Bonneville, Utah. here, the '57 Ford
traveled 50,000 miles in less than 'twenty
days! Need any more proof that the '57
Ford is rugged?
Best of all, big as this new Ford is, the
price is still Ford-little. You can see why
more than ever..it's a car that will stay
worth more. Why don't you' try the big
new Ford soon?

Try the new kind

of

FORD
that makes luxury
a low-pric,d word!

PARKER MOTORS
Murray, Ky.

-01 Main

Phone 373

e
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Fantastic Growth Is Noted In Insurance To
Aid Payment °Of Doctor And Hospital Bills
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word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 60o - Ocs per word for throe day*. Classified ads are payable In advance.

milm•••••
•••11•M,

ETITOR'S
NOTE: This is
the second of three dispatches
by
last
year's
or
president
the. American
Assn,
Medical
examining
mi•ainderstahdings.

illness.
illness," any
tastrphic
of our own neccis when possible
but it was cheaper to 'patients acute or chronic whose financial
disrupts t h e
In the long run than a govern- impact seriously
ment system. Furthermore, it family budget.
would nut lower our standards _ Major medical instirance_ goes
of high-quality medical service beyond the usual policies and.
glans in protecting against heavy
as socialized medicine would.
bills and
doctor
A lot of people - especially hospital and
those who were trying to sell provides protection against other
the socialized medicine idea - costs arising from serious illness,
said voluntary health insurance such as special-duty nurses' fees
.
would never work, that people I and drug charges.
of
number
the
take
1954
let's
._
.1
During
wmildn't buy it. Well,
a look at - the figures on in- ) persons with major medical expense protection nearly- doubled
surance coverage today:
Ten years ago some 20 million -7-increasing by 83 per cent. The
persons- were - covered by some Insurance industry believes even

bet woon the public and the
- --'1 Low prices, easy terms, free esfence, 45 acres under four
Medical profession.
I timates. May field Ornamental
wire, one and
barbed
strand
1 Iron Cu., 335illoiat'Drive, ph.
seven-tenths tobacco base, eight
By DR. ELMER HESS
.
A4c
2881 Collect.
and nine-tenths corn base. 04
1
ear,
with
man
Married
D:
WANTE
Written For United Press
AUTO, FIRE, LIFE, and Inland
blacktop .road. Can be bought age 22-40, with high school edU- l
In the last two or three decMarini insurance. Contact Wayne
for only $6300.
Cation, to work 8 hours or more ;
aces Americans have witnessed
5113C.
Wilson, phone 321.
personal
good
Must have
ea that has
ltiC groW111___Ut_an_iel.
3 BEDROOM Modern house on daily.
- --- `
' been fantastically successful. That
Less than one- ity. We train and finance. Phone
1950 PLYMOUTH, two-door, in 27 acres of eland.
,
nt.
Apartme
HD
SE
Garage
FURNI
422
Co.,
is the development of insurance
or - write Fuller Brush
Lbw
good
mileage. half mile of city limits. House
condition.
foenished. , to help •pay hospital and '
.
doctor
1 Columbus Ave., Paducah, Ky., Private entrance Heat
Phone 6744 Mrs. J. I. Hosick.
5._
3
5.
.
fully
Ph
ope_,
ted
it
once.
well_ .cdnstruc
insulated, phone 3-2777. % _ Clifton_ Coleman.14ilialTatale
I bills -awl. to 'protect people against
.
.
- •
' M4C
kind of health insurance.
M9C
for Manager.
economic effects of illness.
trade
Will
heat,
electric
(Continuei on Page Sex)
A Phenomenat footage
It became apparent to physi- '
,
Baucum Real
cheaper house.
F U R N ISHED APARTMENT amore than 109 million
Today
years
20
.
and
about
others
clans
IT
THREE ROOM HOUSE: Cheap.
. oaele at once. Call 100, Mrs.
A L $.a
Estate Algency, office phone 48. RESPONSIBLE INDI V I D
ago- that a large segment oi Americans carry hospital insur$1500. End of Broad Street I
Courier-Journal A D Butt
fur
5
car
th
1447 and Bill Hall with
Roberts
!Hoyt
- the American people were hay- "ance, more than 90 'million have
T.
A.
ee.
Tenness
Call 1121 Paris,
dealer route in Murray. This is
ing trouble meeting expenses of surgical expense policies, and 55
M4C
M6P 453.
Crawford.
an excellent part time job With. TWO ROOM AND THREE room illness. the wealthy were able minion are co,,ered tor medical
inI
and
personal
Cuid
.
Fur
re,
d.'
apartments, furnishe
good earnings
NEW POWER • NEW DESIGN
I to
pay with no trouble --- the expenses. And the end is by
70 AIME FARM, sax room house, 1
terview write to BoW 62-C, Mrs' hot water, bath. Married couples very
• All types 01
NEW CHOICE OF COLORS
sight.
in
by
for
cared
means
were
poor
I DIVA N, TELEPHONE TABLE
basement, good well water with
insurance .
ray Ledger. and Times, Murray, preferred. Phone 325. 1206 West
dheaith
an
See the dashing nor, desi4n -adm5p county, state and federal goy- medical
MSc
M5P Main,
water in house. Teo acre under with seat. Phone 533.
Ky.
mire the dramatic new ri.loreernments. But the average man continue to show substantial sub. . . and write today to find out
i.mprct, the far-advanced fratures
••••••
was sometimes scriber gains.
with a family
a
that bring' you top perfoxin:mce,
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Soviets Open New Campaign I
krainst President Tito

said

that
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ano c• •-g
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know what day of what year
Abe 'Ruth drank so much sodapop he like to bust, but these
Civil War buffs carry buttery
to new heights. They argue' like
hell (Sherman's word, not mine)
point.
The membership curs across
social and business strata. At
one meeting a surgeon who has
researched Civil War -medicine
discussed Lincoln's wounds And
said even modern medical science.
CalkId not have saved him. Afhother -tirru< a man. displayed,
from his private collection, a
four-tech brass key to the Ford's
Theatre- ox --in which Lincoln
was shot.

discredit Titus policies anti* isolate Yugosla'via -as its wasoieolated .
after Tito's break with the late
Juse•f Stalin in 1948.
-flopteeich went -Out af-his-ava-y
to speak of the `riiiteCTOu
siicl
4
the substantial opposition in the Yugoslavia has obtaiped from
By CHARLES M. McCANN
United Press Staff Correspondent United States to the reception the Unittd States. He said that
Soviet Russia has opened a by -srresid.ent Eisenhower of . a differences between Yugoslavia
By DOC QUIGG
and Soviet bloc countries could
new campaign against President Communist leader.
The' refusal of Mayor Robert be - ttliminated only if Yugoslavia U-Ated Press Staff Corresponaent
'Tito -of Yugoslavia as part of
its attempt . to tighten its grip F. Wagner to- give an official was accepted as it is. with an
NEW YORK tit ,- Within the
ion to King Sand of Saudi nulependent foreign policy. He
its'-satellites.
shadow of the noble arch that
Criticism of Tim's "indepen- Arabia showed Tito what he said also that Russia's "Stalinist"
policy of domination of other bears the name of George Washdent. Communism" has been in- might expect..
liStie' group. uf willful
But-- the caneellation was a countries - had done- Communism ingiona
tiled..114 tar eeveral weeke
men meets regularly in a GreenRussia and other Soviet bloc distinct holp to the Sot Ott gov- more harm than all the analernment.
Communist activities of "im- wich Village basement to study,
countries_
Speakers - at - meetings have
armed rebellion against the govperialist" nations.
Attacks
Reason
For
Now the Soviet government
eluded the late Douglas Southernment of the United States.
probable
that
one
reason
It
is
has put an economic squeeze on
ball Freeman, Carl Sandburg,
t)perations. intelligence, sabo- Tito by withdrawing frotn com- for the sharpened attacks on
.
Allan Nevins, and Bruce- Canon.
g . military stra'.,
are
Tito
is
that
the
Russians
mitment to grant him promised
Last year, the group president,
naval tactics,- logistics, ballistic;,
taking adtantage of his emcredits tif--up to 5250 million.
John C. Pemberton III, grandson
and, nose-thumbing 'through the
barrassment.
.
There iS no doubt that 'the
of the defender uf Vicksburg,
written word are mulled and
Tito is having a hard time
Russian leadtrs have opened up
RIVESIDE. Calif. - ilP welcomed as speaker Maj. Gen,
argued. Moreover, they mainbadly
needand
he
economically,
atainst Tito again because they
Smog may cut avocado growth in tain calf-act with a network of U. S. Grant m tret.), grandson
credits
which
Russia
ed • the
regard him _ae a ,,r_p?ilact.
half, warns Dr. 0. Clifton Taylor, similar groups stretching from of the victor of that engagement.
After the sti6C-essitif_Polisle re- withdrew 'from. him.
horticulturist at the University of California to Wiesbaden, Ger- Recently guests included J. E. B.
Attacks
But Tito is a fighter.
oh against Moscow domination,
Stuart III anti Mrs. Juba McCalifornia. Riverside.
:many.
and ihe Hungarian revolt that on him by Russian and satellite
Afee, great grand-daughter of
Taylor reported that he 'grew
In case J. Lugar Hoover is Stone sail- Jackson.
failed Rlissia As, doing every-, Communist leaders certainly will avocado treAlp• in two separate
fln
IF
'him up
soften
interested, the group would wel•h-ing
risen to- safeguard itself
greenhouses.. piping artificially
Began In 1940
centraoy, theyo are likely to mike
wine htim, or "any of his ,agents,
against 'further. trouble.
into
one
produced
smog
of
them,
if, they know
to meetings
The Civil War Round Table
'Tough "-Stalinist" leaders are hirer more eager; whenever he The trees' growth in the
polluted'
soinehing interesting 'to contri. movement began in Chicago in
. being strengthened in . all of gets a chance, to strengthen atmosphere
dropped 40 to 50 per bute about the -Civil- War, The,.
440- and -- now includes more
"the - • tasts-European• Cominunist his#own influence in the satellite
cent.
countries.
group is the Civil War Round than 30 groups in 21 states, plus
satellite countries. ,
orange,
Small
lemon and grape- 'rabic of New York and their a service men's group in
Yugoslav Foreign Minister Ko-GerIt is reported that one reason
ca Popovich - made ,a counter- fruit trees tested in thesame. fervor is really, as folks ' said many. _Nee. York now has more
Russia reneged ,
us promise
Waf'timetv a ,rautton than 200 members.
attack on the' Russian ca'n'rpaignl manner showed similar effects. 5in
of credits to . Yugoslavia is -that
in a speech in the' Belgrade but the diffeiences were. not sta- to the jaybirds.
Sectional bitterness long has
Tito. refused to help in _the
tistivally significent, he said.
Parliament Tuesday_
There are fire buffs who never been buried wider the weight
build-up by recognizing the 'East
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Smog Is Called
Avocado Enemy

Germaa Communist regime.
Dangerous To Russians
--But aside from Ma!, -Tito re- mains an -ever-present danger to
50, as
Russian domination of- Eastern
ARROW POINTS to dangling leg of Mrs. Winifred Russell.
Surope.
her car is craned from Mystic river in Medford, Mass. Her car
He constitutes living proof that
sideswiped another, went out of control and hurtled Wellington
.(International Soptuipkoto)
,Crimmunist ruler can corn
bridge. Her home was Stoneham.
ple_tely throw off Russian dominatiOn and get away with it.
RESEARCH SYSTEM
The surge of revolt in Eastern
MAY GiVE METHOD
Foeope has subsided, but it could
OF DWARFISM CONTROL
- start again a` any time. Tito, to
leaders, is a horrible
Researchers are working on a exaeople of independence Who
By• RO-N EICRTON
• test fea(tatrig insulin shoti wleicR Might give others ideas
United Press Staff Carreipondene a'ill - her
beef cattle breeders
The new Russian campaign
,
t detect most of the dwarfism Come-s at an embarrassing time
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NO SYMPATHY

HARTFORD, Conn. Unemplqyment compensation was
denied a clerk who quit her job
because it was "too simple." An
official ruled that he "sympathized with this obviuusly competent young woman" but added
that in administering the jobless
benefit law "sympathy plays no
part "

NO

ACCIDENTS

MILWAUKEE -Ms- The 1,650 employees of the Wisconsin
Public Service Corp.'worked 2,446,171 man-houri; without a 'single lost-time accident. The record,
the company said, was the equivalent of `one man working 1,102
years without a lost-time accident. The record was set lap
November.
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Announcing Big M Dream Car Contest

Film Shop
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MARCH 4,

of- years and scholarship. But
partisan pride is not completely
hidden.
A charming .matrpn unfurled
a battle - scarred flag wt one
meeting ,and announced: -I am_
sal' !het my grandNew--York- regie.
ment which carried this flag,
into battle."
-filaditriet - sa.i d a Southern
gentleman, "your pride does you
honor. I am equally proud to
say ,that my grandfather cornmended the artillery that shot
the oules in that flag."
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0 FREE MERCURYS

Fantastic.
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•
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FOUR COMMUTER STATION
WAGONS EVERY WEEK
2-door,6-passenger, hardtop design. Air-Cushion
Suspension, first true passenger-car ride in
wagons. Back window retracts for all-clear loading.

A TURNPIKE CRUISER EVERY WEEK
The top of The Big M Dream-Car Fleet
The most dramatic expression of Mercury's Dream-Car Design! Distinctive
styling shared with no other car, and no other Mercury model. Floating
Ride with unique Air-Cushion Suspension. 290-hp V-8. Plus seven ideas
found in no other car, such as Breezeway Ventilation with roof-level air
intakes and power-operated back window. Most advanced car at any Price!

$

TEN MONTEREY 4-DOOR
SEDANS EVERY WEEK
Hardtop glamour (concealed aide pillar, DreamCar Design, Floating Ride! Widest in its field.
Mercury has the industry's biggest ruse increase!

50,000 IN PRIZES

15 Mercurys every week in 6 weekly contests.* First contest starts
March 4th. Enter every week! 2,190 prizes in all!

•
.17

1st PRIZE

,
'Easy to enter/
easy to win!
,
HERE'S ALL YOU DO
'
•
1 Go to your Mercury dealer
-1-• today.
. , • •
0 Pick up official rules and
z•• entry blank.
Q Complete last line of Meru• cury dream-car rhyme.
, official entry blank
4.toMail"Mercury
Contest."

-

.

Mercury 4-door Turnpike Creitief-one each week. l'hi- in all-expertisepaid week vial trip to New York for
two, with teinsportation by Amencan Airlines DC-7. Suite at famous
'hotel. Special prtiests.al Ed Sullivan
at his television show.
•

NEXT 4 PRIZES

NEXT 10 PRIZES

Mercury Commuter 2-door, di-pasmanger Station Wagons 4 •ach
week. Nt.w BIG M wagon/4 are the
most luxurious and easiest riding
ever' built. Everything, is totally
new, completely redesigned.' New
dream-car features everywhere.

Mercury Monterey 4-door Sedans10 each week. All Mereurys a wended
include Mere-ft-Mane Drive, radio,
heater, white-walls, directional 'ligs,)oimtt..
washers.
power.o
Spteara
tited
on
wagons also
retractable back window.
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NEXT 50 PRIZES

NEXT 300 PRIZES

General Electric "Companion" TV
sets- 50 each week. Portable,
_.
:
weighs only 26
-___,
pouridg! Performs
with console clar• ity. Aluminized
picture tube. He.
a
tail value $129.95.

Sheathes White Dot Snorkel Pen Sets
-autographed by Ed Sullivan-300
each week. The
world's finest writ.
...---...
ing instrument.
,•,,-. Wide gold-filled
....---beinde. Retail
Value $22.75.

SPECIAL .
BONUS AWARDS
You may win $10,000 CASH
if you buy a new Mercury
—or $2,000 CASH
if you buy o used car
(Se. .44.1 ,onlest rules)
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THE ED SULLIVAN SHOW, FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THIS CONTEST'. SUNDAY EVENING,
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GO TO YOUR MERCURY DEALER'S TODAY!
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